Self-Service Center
Integrated Screen Capture Tool

Allow customers to easily capture screen shots and attach
them to new incidents
As a customer support Web portal, PhaseWare Self-Service Center (SSC) helps to engage your customers and reduce
customer service and support costs by offering 24/7/365 Web support. In addition to the troubleshooting and incident
submission features familiar to the online support channel, PhaseWare SSC now includes an integrated Screen Capture
tool that makes it much easier for customers to capture screen shots to illustrate the specific support issue and give the
support agent as much information as possible.
The Screen Capture tool bar allows customers to capture the entire screen, a single window, or just a selected region of
the screen. The example provided herein demonstrates the workflow for the PhaseWare SSC Screen Capture tool.

To include a screen shot
when submitting a new
incident, simply click on
“Capture Screenshot” at the
bottom of the page
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A pop-up appears – asking if you want
to capture Full Screen, a Screen Region
or a Window

2

Use the on-screen framing tool to outline
the desired screen region and click the
submit button

3

The captured screen shot is added to
the incident as an attachment
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4
A new incident is created (#13780)

5

New incident showing screen shot
submitted through SSC as it appears in
Tracker
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See why customers love PhaseWare’s complete, tailored solution for customer support, issue tracking, CRM, and
knowledge base management. The journey to support excellence starts with a single click. Our free trial (no credit card
required) will allow you to use all of our flagship products for a 30 day period. Registration is a fast and easy 3-step
process that allows you to be using our cloud-based software in minutes. Click the button below to start your free trial.

TRY IT FREE
NO CREDIT CARD REQUIRED

PhaseWare Solution Elements
Customer Service and Support

Help Desk

PhaseWare provides the most efficient, affordable, and
scalable customer service/support management software in
the industry. With PhaseWare customer support software, you
can automate and track all phases of the service desk life-cycle
from incident submission to resolution while reducing the cost
of operations.

The key driver of PhaseWare’s help desk management solution
is automation of incident management. Our solution tracks
the entire incident life-cycle including resolution and closure of
trouble tickets. Additional self-service options with knowledge
management increase the QoS for end-users while decreasing
the load on the help desk.

Complaint Management

Knowledge Management

PhaseWare’s features focus on the specific needs of the
complaint from the simple request for information to complex
issues requiring two-way communication. Every step and
interaction is tracked, timed, and classified until the issue is
resolved with multiple opportunities of providing status and
feedback to the customer.

PhaseWare’s knowledge management solutions empower
customers with a comprehensive repository of customer
information and issue solutions. With a rich set of self-service
features including natural language search and result ranking
capability, PhaseWare’s knowledge management software
promises true service differentiation.
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